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1 Introduction 
 
In the context of computer sciences, ontologies are formal vocabularies used to describe and 

represent a data domain as a set of concepts and relations between them. Ontologies enable to 

represent a generic knowledge that can be shared across different software applications [1]. 

Some of the main ontology elements are classes (to represent entities), properties (relations 

used to relate class members), and axioms (restrictions on the properties to express facts about 

concepts that are always true) [2]. 

Ontologies are developed by different engineers, who have different viewpoints when it comes 

to represent the knowledge of the same data domains. Thus, the creation of ontologies by 

different developers leads to ontologies that represent the knowledge of the same data domains 

with different vocabularies. This domain representation diversity, known as semantic 

heterogeneity, leads to an interoperability problem that hampers the knowledge exchange 

between knowledge-based applications and hinders the full adoption of ontologies in real 

scenarios [3].  

To date, global or shared ontologies have been developed in different domains to overcome 

these interoperability issues, i.e., Soupa [4]. Global ontologies are ontologies that include 

common vocabularies to provide a common representation and a shared understanding of the 

domain [5], [6]. The common knowledge of global ontologies is reused to develop ontologies for 

different applications [4], [7]. This common knowledge representation overcomes the 

terminological differences of existing ontologies (the ones that are already developed) in the 

domain concerned, enabling the knowledge exchange between knowledge bases and 

applications that use them [5], [6].  

A global ontology must provide support to different applications in a given domain and must be 

easily adaptable. That is, it must be reusable [8]. Thus, the ontology must include abstract 

domain knowledge reused by many applications. However, each application has individual 

knowledge requirements. If the global ontology is too abstract, the effort of adapting and 

customizing the knowledge to satisfy specific knowledge requirements would be high. Thus, 

ontology developers are less likely to reuse the global ontology to develop ontologies for their 

applications. Considering this, a global ontology must also minimise the ontology reuse effort 

when it is reused to develop ontologies for specific applications. That is, it must be usable [8]. 

Thus, the knowledge of the ontology must be as specific as possible to ease its customization to 

specific application requirements. Nevertheless, if the ontology represents the knowledge 

required by a specific application, the effort of adapting the ontology to applications with 

different knowledge requirements would be high.  

With this in mind, both ontology reusability and usability are objectives are “in natural conflict” 

[9], so there is a need to achieve a balance between them [8], [9]. 

1.1 Motivation 
 
To date, layered ontology networks have been applied as the main ontology design approach to 

achieve a balance of reusability-usability, i.e., OntoCape [9]. Layered ontology networks classify 

into different abstraction layers the common domain knowledge (reused by most applications) 

and the variant domain knowledge (reused by specific application types). We consider an 

application type a family of applications that perform similar tasks or have similar objectives. 

Such a classification enables ontology developers to reuse only the necessary knowledge at the 
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proper level of abstraction to develop ontologies that satisfy specific application requirements. 

Hence, the ontology reuse effort in different applications is reduced [10].  

Previous works have proposed methodologies to design and develop reusable and usable 

ontologies that follow the structure of a layered ontology network. These methodologies follow 

different paths to design and develop the ontologies, but in all of them, the layered structure of 

the ontology must be designed. The layered ontology structure is an informal model that 

includes the ontology layers and the knowledge they must include at a conceptual level (as the 

set of concepts and relations that they must include without going into implementation details) 

[10].  

When it comes to design this structure, previous reusable and usable ontology design 

methodologies provide guidelines to define the ontology abstraction layers and to classify the 

common and variant domain knowledge into different layers. In these methodologies, the 

classification of the domain knowledge is performed from scratch based on domain experts’ and 

ontology engineers’ expertise. They analyse the theoretical framework and the knowledge 

requirements of the application types that will be supported by the layered ontology network 

(in collaboration with stakeholders). Based on the gained expertise and the identified knowledge 

requirements, the ontology knowledge defined and is classified into common and variant (and, 

by extension, into different layers). Hence, a significant effort is required to classify the ontology 

knowledge from scratch by applying existing reusable and usable ontology design 

methodologies. This effort hinders the development of reusable and usable ontologies that 

represent complex domains and support different applications.    

In the software engineering field, the main approach to develop reusable and usable software 

are Software Product Lines (SPLs): software families that contain common reusable parts and 

variable parts that depend on specific customer needs to support mass customization [11]. For 

that purpose, software features for a set of applications are analysed and classified into common 

features (common to most applications) and variant features (only implemented by specific 

applications) [11], [12]. The software features of SPLs can be reused to develop new software 

minimizing the effort of adapting the reused software to specific requirements. Thus, layered 

ontology networks that provide a reusability-usability balance are quite similar in concept to 

SPLs.  

When designing SPLs, the software feature classification is performed through a process called 

domain analysis. Unlike the design of layered ontology structures, the design of SPLs rarely starts 

from scratch [11]. The domain analysis is usually performed systematically taking as reference 

the software feature similarities and differences of existing applications and legacy systems [11], 

[13]. Depending on how many applications implement them, the software features are classified 

into common and variant. This approach makes the SPL design process easier and complements 

domain experts and software engineers expertise, thus minimizing their involvement and effort 

[11], [14].  

After several decades of building semantic web applications in different domains, many 

developed ontologies are available [15]. Ontologies are usually developed to be reused and 

support certain application types. In domains with already developed ontologies, the domain 

analysis of existing applications applied to design SPLs can be replicated in the ontology 

engineering field to design the layered structure of reusable and usable ontologies. In particular, 

the similarities and differences of the knowledge represented by existing ontologies can be 

analysed to classify the common and variant domain knowledge depending on how many 
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ontologies represent it. This analysis would complement domain experts and ontology 

engineers’ expertise and prevent them from classifying the domain knowledge from scratch.  

As far as we know, previous reusable and usable ontology design methodologies do not take 

advantage of existing ontologies to save effort when designing the layered ontology structure 

(as SPL design approaches do). The design effort reduction is a key enabler of the development 

of reusable and usable ontologies in complex domains. Therefore, there is the need to define a 

methodology to design the layered structure of reusable and usable ontologies that enables to 

classify the domain knowledge by taking as reference existing ontologies. 

To meet this objective, the main requirements that guide the construction of such methodology 

are the following: 

1. The proposed methodology is applied to define layered ontology structures. Hence, 
it should adopt the main activities and ontology design techniques applied by 
previous reusable and usable ontology design methodologies [8], [9], [16].  

2. The proposed methodology should apply well-known SPL design techniques [11], [17] 
to classify systematically the common and variant knowledge into different 
abstraction layers taking as reference existing ontologies. In this way, the 
methodology would avoid the classification of the domain knowledge from scratch. 

 

1.2 Main Contribution 
 
In this paper we present the MODDALS (Methodology for Ontology Design based in Domain 

Analysis and Layered Structure) methodology. MODDALS guides domain experts and ontology 

engineers to design the layered structure of reusable and usable ontologies. The output of this 

process is an informal model with the ontology layers and the knowledge they include at a 

conceptual level. To define the layered ontology structure, MODDALS applies the main activities 

and design principles from previous reusable and usable ontology design methodologies [8], [9], 

[16].   

In contrast to these methodologies, MODDALS takes as reference already implemented 

ontologies to systematically (1) identify the ontology common and variant domain knowledge 

and (2) classify it into different abstraction layers. The knowledge of the ontologies developed 

for specific application types is usually defined through the collaboration between domain 

experts and application stakeholders, who translate their knowledge into the ontology [18]. In 

MODDALS, this knowledge is exploited by domain experts and ontology engineers to classify the 

domain knowledge when designing the layered structure. Therefore, they do not need to 

analyse the knowledge requirements of different applications and to define and classify the 

ontology domain knowledge from scratch, facilitating the design of the layered ontology 

structure. 

The rest of the document is structured as follows: In Section 2, MODDALS is compared and 

positioned respecting to previous ontology design and development methods. Section 3 explains 

the steps in MODDALS. Section 4 shows how MODDALS was applied to design the layered 

ontology structure of a global ontology for the energy domain. Section 5 presents an empirical 

evaluation of MODDALS. Section 6 summarizes the conclusions of the study as well as future 

lines of work.  
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2 Related Work 
 
This section compares the MODDALS methodology with well-known ontology development 

methodologies and previous reusable and usable ontology design methodologies. In addition, 

we indicate when it should and should not be applied. 

2.1 Ontology Development Methodologies 

To date a set of well-known ontology development methodologies have been defined, i.e., 

METHONTOLOGY [19], On-to-knowledge [20], DILIGENT [21] and NeOn [18]. With the exception 

of NeOn, all these methodologies guide to develop ontologies from scratch and do not consider 

the ontology reuse aspect [18]. MODDALS takes as reference the knowledge of existing 

ontologies to design the layered ontology structure. Hence, once the structure is designed, the 

knowledge of existing ontologies will be reused to implement the layered ontology network.  

Therefore, MODDALS fits better with and can be applied as an internal step of NeOn. NeOn 

defines a set of flexible scenarios to develop ontologies and ontology networks. These scenarios 

correspond to the methods (i.e., reuse, reuse and merge) that can be applied to reuse existing 

knowledge sources (i.e., existing ontologies or non-ontological resources) to develop ontologies. 

Figure 1, summarizes the different phases that the ontology development process can follow 

depending on the selected scenario (to see more detailed information about each phase, we 

refer the reader to [18]).  

 

Figure 1: Ontology network life-cycle models proposed in the NeOn Methodology framework [22] 

Since MODDALS classifies the ontology domain knowledge taking as reference existing 

ontologies, the knowledge of the designed layered structure includes the knowledge from these 

ontologies. Existing ontologies are analysed to classify this knowledge into different layers. The 

output of this process is an informal model of the ontology that contains the ontology layers and 

the knowledge they include. Hence, within the ontology life-cycle, MODDALS covers part of the 

ontology reuse process. In particular, it proposes a new scenario for reusing ontologies: 

organization of the various existing ontologies into an overall layered ontology structure. 

In addition, in MODDALS the knowledge that the ontology must represent is defined (the 

knowledge from existing ontologies). In contrast, in NeOn the knowledge of the ontology is 

defined from scratch as the functional requirements of the ontology during the ontology 

initiation phase. Therefore, MODDALS covers part of this phase.  

Considering the ontology development phases covered by MODDALS, it should be applied right 

after the ontology initiation phase and before the ontology reuse phase of NeOn (Fig. 2). During 

the ontology initiation phase, the ontology purpose, scope and non-functional requirements 

should be defined. Then, MODDALS should be applied to (1) search for existing ontologies in the 

domain concerned, (2) define the ontology knowledge and (3) define the layered ontology 

structure. Then, in the ontology reuse phase, the existing ontologies should be reused so that 
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the developed ontology represents the defined knowledge according to the defined layered 

structure. 

 

Figure 2: Application of MODDALS within NeOn methodology phases 

 They describe and represent a data domain as a set of concepts and relationships between them 
to create a generic knowledge that can be shared across different software applications. 

2.2 Ontology Classification Frameworks and Layered Ontologies 

The first proposals applied to design ontologies that provide a balance of reusability-usability 

correspond to frameworks that classify ontologies according to their generality/specificity level. 

Guarino [23] presented the first ontology classification framework, which distinguishes between 

the following ontologies: 

 Upper ontologies: they represent general and domain independent knowledge and 

concepts (i.e., object, state) that can be reused in different domains. 

 Domain ontologies: they extend the knowledge of the upper ontologies, since they 

represent the knowledge of a particular domain. Some domain ontologies represent 

only domain top-level knowledge, whereas other domain ontologies include domain-

specific knowledge. Thus, some domain ontologies can extend the knowledge of other 

domain ontologies. 

 Task ontologies: they extend the knowledge of domain ontologies and represent the 

knowledge related to generic tasks or activities. Thus, these ontologies are reused by 

applications of any domain that perform similar tasks. 

 Application ontologies: they are the ontologies that include the most specific 

knowledge, since they represent the knowledge reused by certain applications. 

This classification was refined later by Gomez-Pérez et al. [24], who introduced domain-task 

ontologies. These ontologies represent the domain knowledge related to tasks performed by 

applications of a given domain. Hence, these ontologies represent the domain knowledge 

reused by certain application types within a specific domain and they are located between 

domain and application ontologies.  

The main methods focused on improving the ontology reusability-usability balance deal with 

designing layered ontology networks based on previous ontology classification frameworks. 

Layered ontology networks classify represented domain knowledge in different abstraction 

layers according to their knowledge generality/specificity level, thus separating the common and 

variant domain knowledge [9], [16]. The knowledge of each layer is classified into ontology 

modules that represent the knowledge of a particular topic of the represented domain [25]. 

An example of the structure of a layered ontology network is shown in Figure 3. Top-level layers 

include upper ontologies to represent general knowledge. Low-level layers include domain and 

domain-task ontologies to represent the common and variant knowledge about represented 

domains. The lower the layer is, the more specific concepts and relations it includes. Within this 

layered structure, some ontology modules extend the knowledge of other modules, since they 

represent more specific concepts and relations. The ontology modules include the knowledge 

of the ontology modules they extend. These ontologies are reused, adapted and combined by 
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ontology engineers to develop application ontologies that fit application-specific knowledge 

requirements. With the layered structure, ontology developers can analyse and select at the 

proper level of abstraction the necessary knowledge to develop application ontologies [10]. 

Hence, the ontology reuse effort in different applications is reduced. 

 

Figure 3: Sample structure of a layered ontology network 

2.3 Reusable and Usable Ontology Design Methods 

In the last decade, Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) have been researched as the main solution 
for improving ontology reusability (Gangemi, 2005; Hitzler et al., 2016). ODPs are small 
ontologies that represent domain independent knowledge and act as ontology building blocks 
to improve ontology reusability. In contrast to ODPs, MODDALS is focused on designing the 
layered ontology structure to represent only the domain knowledge of the ontology. Therefore, 
it is applicable to design the low-level layers of the layered ontology structure. The knowledge 
represented by ODPs is more abstract and would be located in upper layers within a layered 
ontology network. Hence, MODDALS is complementary to ODPs. 
On the other hand, in the last decade several methodologies have been proposed to design and 

develop reusable and usable ontologies that follow the structure of a layered ontology network. 

These methodologies follow different paths to design and develop the ontologies but in all of 

them, the layered structure of the ontology must be designed. 

Spyns et al. [8] presented the DOGMA methodology, which is based on the DOGMA framework 

[26]. The DOGMA framework specifies how to represent and separate the common and variant 

domain knowledge within a reusable and usable ontology. Thakker et al. [16] set out a 

methodology to develop reusable and usable ontologies that represent ill-defined and complex 

domains. This methodology proposes a set of ontology layers to classify the common and variant 

domain knowledge and explains which knowledge should be included in each layer. In contrast 

to previous approaches, Morbach et al. [9] developed the OntoCape ontology, a highly reusable 

and usable ontology for the chemical process engineering domain. Morbach et al. [10] detail the 

OntoCape ontology design and implementation methodology and process.  

When it comes to design the layered ontology structure, the main activities conducted by 

previous methodologies are the following: (1) define the ontology abstraction layers and the 

kind of knowledge they will include (common or variant), (2) define the ontology knowledge, (3) 

classify the common and variant domain knowledge into different layers and (4) structure the 
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knowledge in each layer. The classification of the domain knowledge is performed from scratch 

based on domain experts’ and ontology engineers’ expertise.  

In contrast to these methods, MODDALS provides guidelines to classify the domain knowledge 

based on a domain analysis of existing ontologies applying SPL engineering techniques. 

MODDALS also has common aspects with previous reusable and usable ontology design 

methodologies. MODDALS applies the main activities and ontology design principles applied by 

these methodologies. Therefore, the purpose of MODDALS is not to substitute these 

methodologies to improve the domain knowledge classification. It offers an alternative method 

to classify the common and variant domain knowledge.   

2.4 MODDALS Usage 

Bearing in mind the features of MODDALS and its position with respect to the previous works, it 

should be applied when the following conditions are met: 

1. The developed ontology must provide a balance of reusability-usability, since it is 

developed to be reused by different applications in a given domain. 

2. There are already developed ontologies that support different application types in the 

domain. 

3. The ontology is developed in a complex domain. 

4. The ontology represents domain knowledge. 

Otherwise, it should not be applied in the following cases:  

1. The ontology is developed for a specific application. 

2. There are not developed ontologies that support different application types in the 

domain. 

3. The represented domain is not complex. 

4. The ontology represents domain independent knowledge. 

3 MODDALS Methodology 

This section explains the steps in MODDALS, which were defined bearing in mind the 
requirements defined in Section 1.1. 
 

Considering these requirements, MODDALS takes as input previous reusable and usable 
ontology design methodologies [8], [9], [16] and well-known SPL engineering techniques [11], 
[17]. MODDALS steps have been defined bearing in mind the main activities applied by previous 
reusable and usable ontology design approaches: (1) definition of the ontology abstraction 
layers and the kind of knowledge will include (common or variant), (2) definition of the ontology 
knowledge, (3) classification of the common and variant domain knowledge into different layers 
and (4) structure the knowledge in each layer. These activities were adapted bearing in mind 
that MODDALS classifies the domain knowledge taking as reference existing ontologies. 
 

Based on the aforementioned activities, MODDALS encompasses four main steps. These steps 

involve the collaboration between domain experts and ontology engineers and are conducted 

sequentially. In addition, MODDALS takes as reference already developed ontologies to classify 

the domain knowledge into different abstraction layers. Therefore, before applying the 

MODDALS steps, a preliminary step is required: analysis and classification of existing ontologies. 
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Once the exiting ontologies have been selected and analysed, the methodology itself is 

implemented (Fig. 4).  

 

Figure 4: MODDALS methodology steps 

3.1 Preliminary Step: Analysis and Classification of Existing Ontologies 
 
In this step, domain experts conduct a state of the art of the existing ontologies and the 
applications they support in the domain concerned.  

The main objectives of the ontologies and applications are analysed. The available ontologies 
that support analysed applications are selected. The ontologies should be as documented as 
possible, since their knowledge is the input to classify the knowledge in the designed layered 
structure. The selected ontologies are classified according to the application type they support 
(assuming that they have been designed and developed in collaboration with domain experts). 
If already developed ontologies only provide support to specific applications, the domain 
experts group the applications that perform similar tasks into application types. In the case that 
the specific applications do not perform similar tasks, each specific application is considered as 
an application type.  

It is worth mentioning that if there are only a few ontologies already developed in the domain 
or these ontologies are reused only by a few application types, the domain analysis will not be 
representative enough to classify the domain knowledge, as well as occurs when designing SPLs 
[13]. Therefore, MODDALS is not applicable in these cases. To define the minimum sample of 
ontologies to apply the methodology the FODA model is taken as reference, since it establishes 
the main principles and the main steps of the SPL domain analysis process. According to the 
FODA model [13], a domain analysis must take as input at least three applications (as divergent 
in functionality as possible). Therefore, we consider ontologies that provide support to at least 
three application types must be already developed within the domain where MODDALS is 
applied as a minimum sample to apply the methodology. If these conditions are not met, one of 
the reusable and usable ontology design methods introduced in Section 2.3 should be applied 
to design the ontology structure.  

To the best of our knowledge in SPL engineering there is not a maximum limit of legacy 
applications to be included in the domain analysis [11]. Hence, in MODDALS the ontology design 
team must decide how many application types will be supported by the layered ontology and 
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include in the domain analysis the ontologies already developed to support the selected 
application types.  

The outcome of this step is a classification of existing ontologies according to the application 
types where they are reused, which is taken as input by the rest of MODDALS steps.  

3.2 Step 1: Definition of Ontology Layers 
 
In the first step, domain experts define the ontology layers that classify the domain knowledge 
and the kind of knowledge they include.  

The layered structure proposed by MODDALS has been defined taking as reference the layers 

proposed by the previous reusable and usable ontology design methodologies. In addition, the 

defined layers must be compatible and comply with the knowledge classification method 

proposed in MODDALS: a domain analysis of existing ontologies by applying SPL engineering 

techniques.  

When it comes to represent the domain knowledge, all the reusable and usable ontology design 
methodologies reviewed in Section 2.3 propose (1) a layer that includes the common domain 
knowledge reused by all application types covered by the ontology and (2) a layer that includes 
the variant domain knowledge reused by specific application types. A set of application types in 
a given domain will have knowledge in common, while each application will require specific 
knowledge [8]. Hence, the aforementioned layers are mandatory in a layered structure. These 
layers are compatible with the knowledge classification method applied on MODDALS, since the 
domain analysis classifies the software features (in this case knowledge) into the ones common 
to all applications and those that are implemented by specific applications [11].   

In SPL design, there is no a middle ground when classifying the software features, since they are 
usually implemented by most of applications or specific applications [17]. However, in MODDALS 
we apply the domain analysis to classify knowledge instead of software features. Depending on 
the knowledge similarities and differences of existing ontologies, there might be knowledge that 
is not common but still reusable across a set of application types. For that purpose, the ontology 
must include an intermediate layer. In these sense, the OntoCape ontology [9] adds a layer that 
contains the domain knowledge not common but still relevant to several application types.  

Considering these aspects, we propose in MODDALS a layered-structure that combines the 
layers proposed by previous approaches and contains three layers (Fig. 5.4). These layers 
constitute a template where the ontology knowledge is classified in the next steps. Previous 
reusable and usable ontology design methods do not follow a pre-established standard to name 
the layers. They name differently the layers that contain the same kind of knowledge. Hence, 
we have defined the name of the layers based on the kind of knowledge (common knowledge, 
variant knowledge still common to more than one application type, variant knowledge only 
reused by specific application types) they include. 

 The common-domain layer includes domain ontologies that represent the top-level 
knowledge of each domain. The domain ontologies of this layer also represent the 
common domain knowledge. The knowledge in this layer is extended by the knowledge 
in the next two layers, which is more specific. 

 The variant-domain layer includes domain ontologies that represent the variant domain 
knowledge still common to more than one application type.  

 The domain-task layer includes domain-task ontologies that represent the variant 
domain knowledge reused by specific application types. The ontology modules of this 
layer are classified according to the application type where they are reused. Thus, the 
structure of this layer can vary depending on the application types supported by the 
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layered ontology. MODDALS classifies the domain knowledge taking as reference 
existing ontologies. Thus, only the application types supported by existing ontologies 
are taken as reference to define the ontology structure of this layer. Possible future 
application types are not taken into account since “a complete domain theory is lacking 
in almost any complex (engineering) domain” [10]. 
In some domains, a set of applications that belong to an application type can be grouped 
into a more specific application type, since they have specific objectives in common. In 
these cases, the domain-task layer is divided into two sublayers. The sublayers separate 
the knowledge reused only by a specific application type from the knowledge still 
relevant for more specific application types encompassed by the general application 
type. For instance, let us consider that the application type 1 encompasses the 
application type 1.1 and the application type 1.2. The knowledge reused by both 
application type 1.1 and application type 1.2 could be relevant for any other application 
type encompassed by the application type 1. This knowledge is placed in the general 
application type sublayer. In contrast, the knowledge reused only by the application type 
1.1 is only relevant for that application type. This knowledge should be placed in the 
specific application type sublayer. The domain experts can also name each sublayer 
using the terms in the domain concerned to facilitate the distinction between the two 
sublayers (as done in Section 4, where MODDALS is applied in the energy domain). 

 

Figure 5: Ontology structure proposed by MODDALS 

The outcome of this step is a high-level structure of the ontology with the layers described 
above.  

3.3 Step 2: Domain Knowledge Hierarchy Creation 
 
In the second step, both domain experts and ontology engineers collaborate to define the 
ontology knowledge.  

In previous reusable and usable ontology design methodologies, the knowledge of the layered 
ontology is defined at a conceptual level. In addition, the knowledge is divided into different 
abstraction levels and knowledge pieces. This knowledge decomposition enables (1) the 
separation of abstract knowledge that is likely to be reused in most of applications from the 
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specific knowledge and (2) the classification of the defined knowledge pieces into different 
abstraction levels [8].  

In previous methodologies, the knowledge of the ontology is defined from scratch. However, 
MODDALS classifies the ontology domain knowledge based on a domain analysis of existing 
ontologies. Hence, in this methodology the layered ontology must include the knowledge 
represented by existing ontologies. In this step, the knowledge from existing ontologies is 
abstracted, divided and organized into a knowledge hierarchy that classifies it into different 
abstraction levels. The knowledge hierarchy proposed by MODDALS includes three main 
elements (Fig. 6):  

 Domains: the domains represented by the ontology are located in the first level of the 
hierarchy.  

 Subdomains: extensive domains are divided into subdomains that cover the knowledge 
of an important part of the domain. Hence, subdomains are located in the second level 
of the knowledge hierarchy. 

 Knowledge areas (KAs): in the third level of the knowledge hierarchy, consider a KA as a 
potential module of the layered ontology that encompasses the knowledge of a specific 
topic of a subdomain. The KAs are the knowledge pieces that are classified into different 
layers. Each KA can be divided into “child” sub-KAs that represent more specific 
knowledge. Therefore, we can say that a sub-KA extends the knowledge of a specific KA. 
In addition, some KAs, may represent specific knowledge by combining the knowledge 
from other KAs. In these cases, the former KAs require the knowledge from the latter. 
These relations are also reflected in the knowledge hierarchy. 

 

Figure 6: Domain knowledge hierarchy example 

Bearing in mind this hierarchical structure, the KAs of the upper levels include abstract domain 

knowledge, while the KAs of low levels include more specific domain knowledge. Hence, the 

knowledge hierarchy enables to abstract and divide the knowledge from existing ontologies, so 

that the defined KAs can be classified in the next steps into the layers defined in Step 1. 

Before explaining the knowledge hierarchy, it is important to distinguish the knowledge it 

includes from the knowledge of existing ontologies. The knowledge hierarchy includes the 

knowledge of existing ontologies at the conceptual level, as a set of concepts and relations. On 

the contrary, ontologies include this knowledge implemented through classes, properties and 

axioms used to represent the concepts and relations. 

To define the hierarchy, the domain experts and ontology engineers collaborate to perform a 
manual analysis of the ontology elements in an ontology editor to identify the domains they 
represent and to divide them into KAs.  

This step includes three activities that are conducted sequentially. 
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1. Domain/subdomain definition: in this activity, domain experts and ontology engineers 
analyse the knowledge represented by exiting ontologies to identify the domains they 
represent. The top-level concepts of each domain are also defined by domain experts. If the 
domains are too extensive, they are divided into subdomains according to domain experts’ 
criteria.  

2. Knowledge area definition: in this activity, ontology engineers (in collaboration with domain 
experts) analyse existing ontologies to divide the knowledge of the defined subdomains into 
KAs.  
Ontology partitioning and module extraction algorithms/tools [25], [27], [28] are well-

known methods to extract semi-automatically and divide knowledge from ontologies [25]. 

However, existing ontologies are developed by different engineers and with different 

objectives, so they are heterogeneous. Thus, to the best of our knowledge, the application 

of existing ontology partition and module extraction algorithms/tools in different ontologies 

would lead to different ontology module classifications. The same knowledge extracted 

from different ontologies may be included into different modules and linked with different 

knowledge. These issues would lead to an inconsistent knowledge hierarchy. Hence, a more 

abstract method to define KAs is required in MODDALS. To avoid these issues, the CQs [29] 

answered by existing ontologies can be taken as reference to divide the knowledge they 

represent into KAs.  

To answer each CQ, the ontology must include the necessary ontology elements (classes, 
properties and axioms) that represent certain concepts and relations. Hence, CQs are a 
natural guide for splitting ontologies into small knowledge fragments [30]. By identifying the 
CQs each ontology answers, the concepts and relations needed to answer them can also be 
identified and considered as a whole to define a KA. Hence, this method enables the 
abstraction and division of knowledge from different ontologies regardless of their 
heterogeneous knowledge representation. The CQs defined to develop ontologies are not 
always available [30]. Therefore, in MODDALS ontology engineers perform a manual analysis 
of ontology elements to identify the CQs they answered by existing ontologies (it can be 
considered as a reverse engineering process) and divide the knowledge into KAs. This 
strategy is also followed in when designing SPL taking as reference existing applications [31], 
[32], since “legacy systems rarely have an accurate functional specification” [32]. In 
particular, the requirements and functionalities are extracted from the existing applications 
before analysing their similarities and differences. 
 
The knowledge area definition activity involves two sub-activities. 

 
2.1 Class hierarchy-based KA definition: some ontology class hierarchies are self-

descriptive enough to answer a set of CQs. Hence, the class hierarchies of existing 

ontologies are analysed to identify the first CQs. For instance, a class hierarchy that 

contains the Device class with more specific devices (i.e., Appliance or Sensor classes) as 

subclasses can answer the following CQ: what type of devices are there? Thus, the a KA 

corresponding to this CQ could be defined. This KA would encompass the device 

concept. Considering this, the first KAs of the knowledge hierarchy are defined based on 

some class hierarchies of existing ontologies. These KAs are named as the subject of the 

CQ they answer. In the previous example, the subject of the CQ was devices, so the KA 

should be called devices. 

 

Each level of the class hierarchies is considered as sub-KA of the previous level. For 

instance, if the Appliance class of the previous example includes subclasses to represent 

more specific appliances (i.e., white goods) the appliances KA should be defined. This KA 
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would encompass the appliance concept and would be a sub-KA of the devices KA. If the 

class hierarchy includes many class levels, the last levels (which often include very 

specific classes  [33]) can be considered as a whole to define a KA to avoid an 

unmanageable number of KA levels in the class hierarchy. 

 

The existing ontologies may represent the same concepts with different class hierarchy 

structures. Therefore, in these cases a common class hierarchy of these concepts must 

be defined before defining the KAs. In these cases, the class hierarchy that describes 

each concept with the highest granularity is selected among existing ontologies and is 

populated with classes from other ontologies. 

2.2 Ontology elements relation-based KA definition: the rest of CQs are answered 

through the relations of a set of ontology elements. Hence, the ontology classes and 

their relations through properties (and the axioms applied on them) are analysed to 

identify the remaining CQs. All the concepts and relations represented by the ontology 

elements that answer these CQs can conform a KA. The CQs that cover similar topics are 

grouped by domain experts to create new KAs, which encompass all the knowledge 

required to answer these CQs. Each of these KAs is named by joining the key words of 

the CQs it encompasses. For example, let us consider that the analysed ontologies 

contain the hasName, hasModel and hasSerialNumber properties to describe certain 

features of Devices to answer the following CQs: What is the name of a device?, What is 

the model of a device? and What is the serial number of a device?. These CQs describe 

the information of the device related with the manufacturer, so they can be grouped 

into the device manufacturer data KA. This KA encompasses the concepts and relations 

that answer the aforementioned CQs. 

By grouping CQs, some KAs may include unnecessary knowledge for certain applications. 
However, if we define one KA for each identified CQ, the knowledge hierarchy would 
contain an unmanageable number of KAs and thus the layered ontology would contain 
an unmanageable number of modules [30]. We must assume that “an ontology is never 
ready for use, but must always be adapted and refined to a knowledge base for the 
envisioned application” [9]. Therefore, the CQs are grouped according to domain 
experts’ criteria and the desired KA classification granularity. 

3. Knowledge hierarchy refinement: in this activity, domain experts classify each KA into one 
domain/sub-domain and one level of the knowledge hierarchy, according to the knowledge 
that the KA represents or extends. In addition, they define the dependencies between KAs. 
If two KAs require the knowledge of each other, they are joined into a single one to avoid 
circularity and an inconsistent knowledge hierarchy. 

Finally domain experts, provide a complete description of each KA, explaining the knowledge it 
encompasses and when the KA should be considered as represented.  

The domain knowledge hierarchy creation step has two outcomes: 

1. The Knowledge Area Schema (KA-Schema): is the schema that contains the ontology 
knowledge hierarchy (with a similar structure as the schema shown in Figure 6). 
Since it has a tree structure, the KA-Schema can be created with any tool used to 
create tree diagrams [34] or mind maps [35]. 

2. The Knowledge Area Description Document (KADD): this document includes the list 
of the KAs, the description about the knowledge they encompass (with the concepts 
and relations it should include) and the list of CQs they encompass. The KADD should 
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be written following the template shown in Table 1, which describes the sample 
device manufacturer data KA.  

Knowledge Area Description/Competency Questions 

Device 
manufacturer 

data 

 Description: this knowledge area encompasses all the knowledge 

used to represent the device features related with the 

manufacturer (i.e., brand, model, serial number). It does not 

encompass device features related with operational aspects (i.e., 

power, height). 

 Competency Questions:  

- What is the name of a device? 

- What is the model of a device? 

- What is the serial number of a device?  
 

Table 1: Template for the KADD 

3.4 Step 3: Knowledge Classification  
 
In the third step, ontology engineers classify the KAs defined in Step 2 (see Section 3.3) into each 
abstraction layer. This step takes as input the KA-Schema and KADD defined in Step 2.  

A domain analysis of existing ontologies is performed by applying well-known SPL engineering 
techniques to classify the knowledge, since it is one of the core requirements of MODDALS. We 
defined this step based on the well-known domain analysis techniques and guidelines proposed 
by Pohl et al. [11] and Moon et al. [17],which were adapted to be applied in the ontology 
engineering field.  

Before conducting the domain analysis, domain experts analyse the defined KAs to identify the 
ones that must be common due to their relevance to the domain because they represent 
abstract concepts and relations. These KAs are directly included in the common-domain layer 
regardless of its presence in existing ontologies, what has influence in the ontology knowledge 
classification. If the classification of these KAs depended only on their presence in existing 
ontologies, they might be classified in low-level layers although being relevant for the domain. 
Hence, as well as in the SPL design process, the domain experts have influence in the knowledge 
classification, which is not 100% dependent on existing applications [11] 

The rest of KAs are classified according to the domain analyses of existing ontologies. This step 
includes five activities, which are conducted sequentially. 

1. Analysis of existing ontologies: existing ontologies are analysed by ontology engineers to 
see whether they represent the KAs defined in Step 2. It is worth mentioning that this 
analysis has a different purpose and is more exhaustive than the one conducted in Step 2. 
In Step 2 the ontologies are analysed to identify and divide the knowledge they represent 
into KAs. In this step the ontologies are analysed to identify how many of them represent 
the defined KAs. 
We consider that an ontology represents a KA if it includes the necessary elements 

(classes/statements/axioms) to answer at least one of the CQs encompassed by the KA 

concerned. A related point to consider is that if a “child” KA is represented by the ontology, 

the “parent” KA that represents more abstract knowledge is considered represented. This 

rule avoids the placement of abstract concepts in lower level layers than the specific 

concepts that extend the abstract concepts. 

Most of the ontology analysis is performed manually by the ontology engineer by examining 
in the ontology editor for the elements that represent the data encompassed by each KA. 
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To identify faster the ontology elements that represent the knowledge of the KA, the 
ontology engineer can use the tools available in the editor (i.e., search engines) to find the 
key words of the KA and its description/CQs in the ontology elements.  
Apart from ontology engineers, domain experts also take part on this activity. They can assist 
ontology engineers with additional explanations and clarifications about the defined KAs. 
This collaboration helps ontology engineers to understand better the knowledge 
encompassed by a KA when it is not clear whether the KA is represented by an ontology. 
 

2. Commonality and Variability Analysis: ontology engineers conduct a CVA of existing 
ontologies to determine whether the KAs of each subdomain are common to application 
types. There are two types of techniques to perform a CVA: the application requirements-
matrix and the priority-based variability and checklist based variability analysis. In 
MODDALS, a CVA is applied to determine if the KAs are common to application types based 
on their presence or not in existing ontologies. These ontologies already include the 
knowledge defined by domain experts and the application stakeholders. The priority-based 
variability and checklist based variability analysis would involve defining a great part of the 
common and variant knowledge from scratch and doing meetings with stakeholders to 
establish their priorities. Hence, we selected the application-requirements matrix to apply it 
in MODDALS among existing CVA techniques. 
To define this step, we took as reference the application-requirements matrix-based CVA 
conducted by Moon et al. [17], since it explains how to the apply application-requirements 
matrix technique through an application example. Since the CVA is conducted to identify 
common and variant domain knowledge, we defined a new term for the matrix: the 
application-knowledge matrix. An example of the application-knowledge matrix template 
we propose in MODDALS is shown in Table 2. The left column contains the KAs of a specific 
subdomain (i.e., knowledge area 1, knowledge area 1.1). The top rows list different 
application types and the ontologies (i.e., ontology 1 (O1), ontology 2 (O2)) according to the 
application type they support. The matrix indicates if an ontology represents a KA (‘X’) or 
not (‘-‘). With this information, the ontology engineer deduces which application types reuse 
each KA. We consider that an application type reuses a KA if the KA is represented by at least 
one ontology that provides support to the application type. 

 Application type 1 
Application 

type 2 

Application 

type 3 

Application 

type 4 
 

Ontologies 

 

Knowledge areas 

O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8 
Commonality 

Ratio 

Knowledge area 1 X - - X - X X X 100% 

Knowledge area 1.1 X X - X X X X X 100% 

Knowledge area 1.2 X X - - X - - - 50% 

Knowledge area 2 X X X X - - X - 75% 

Knowledge area 3 - - - X X - - - 25% 

Knowledge area 4 - - - X - - - - 25% 

Table 2: Example of an application-knowledge matrix 

To determine whether a KA is common or variant, their Commonality Ratio (CV ratio) is 
taken as a reference [17]. In this case, the CV ratio is the ratio of the number of application 
types that reuse a specific KA to the total number of application types. For instance, in Table 
2 the knowledge area 1 is reused by all application types, so it has a CV ratio of 100%. To the 
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best of our knowledge, there is no systematic method to determine the exact threshold 
value of the CV ratio to identify common and variant software features. The CVAs conducted 
in the SPL engineering field [17], [31], [36] consider as common features the ones that are 
present in most of applications. Thus, in MODDALS the ontology engineer determines CV 
ratio threshold depending on the number of the application types included in the domain 
analysis. In the example, there are four application types, so we can consider 75% as 
threshold value to distinguish between common and variable KAs. The common KAs are the 
ones that equal or exceed the threshold CV, while the rest of KAs are considered variant. 

3. Knowledge area layer assignment: ontology engineers place the KAs in different layers 
according to the CVA results. Common KAs are placed in the common-domain layer. Variant 
KAs reused by more than one application type are assigned to the variant-domain layer.  
Variant KAs reused only by one application type are placed in the domain-task layer. In 
addition, the KAs of this layer are classified according to the application type that reuse it. 

4. CVA at the application type level: if the domain-task layer includes two sublayers to 
represent the knowledge of general and specific application types, another CVA at the 
application type level is required. Ontology engineers conduct this CVA to determine if KAs 
of this layer are relevant to the general application type or only to the specific application 
type. The KAs reused by more than one specific application types are likely to be reused by 
more future specific application types. Thus, these KAs are considered relevant to the 
general application type and they are placed in the general application type sublayer. The 
KAs reused only by a specific application type are assigned to the specific application type 
sublayer. The CVA at the application type level is applied to check if KAs are reused by one 
or more specific application types, so the CV ratio is not taken as a reference. According to 
the results of the example CVA (Table 2), knowledge area 3 and knowledge area 4 are only 
reused by application type 2. If we consider that this application type encompasses more 
specific application types (application type 2.1, application type 2.2 and application type 2.3) 
a CVA at the application type level is conducted (Table 3). According to the CVA results, 
knowledge area 3 is placed in in the general application type sublayer and knowledge area 
4 is placed in the specific application type sublayer.  

 Application type 2 

 
Application 

type 2.1 

Application 

type 2.2 

Application type 

2.3 

Knowledge area 3 X X - 

Knowledge area 4 - - X 

Table 3: CVA at application type level 

The outcome of the domain analysis step is a list of the KAs of each layer/sublayer. To write this 
list we propose the template shown in Table 4. We have filled in this template according to the 
results of the sample CVAs shown in Tables 2 and 3.  

Common-domain layer Variant-domain layer Domain-task layer 

Knowledge area 1 
Knowledge area 1.1 
Knowledge area 2 

Knowledge area 1.2 

1st sublayer 

Knowledge area 3 

2nd sublayer 

Knowledge area 4 
Table 4: Template of the KAs classification into different layers 
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3.5 Step 4: Layer Knowledge Structuring 
 
The last step is to define how the knowledge of each layer defined in step 1 is structured. This 
step is conducted by ontology engineers and takes as input the knowledge hierarchy defined in 
Step 2 (see Section 3.3) and the KA classification obtained in Step 3 (see Section 3.4).  

The ontologies that follow the structure designed with MODDALS will correspond to layered 

ontologies reused by different applications. Hence, the knowledge of the layers must be 

structured to facilitate ontology reuse, as well as the inclusion of new knowledge to support new 

applications. To meet these requirements, previous reusable and usable ontology approaches 

[9], [16] structure the knowledge of each layer into ontology modules and define the high-level 

relations between them when designing the layered ontology structure. In addition, they apply 

the main principles of ontology modularization: loosely coupling and self-containment. These 

principles establish that an ontology module must depend as little as possible on other modules 

to ease their understanding, reuse and maintenance [25], [37].  

Considering these principles, this step includes two activities, which are performed by the 
ontology engineers and conducted sequentially. 

1. Ontology modularization: the ontology engineers classify the KAs of the ontology into 
different modules, which are defined in the following cases: 

 An ontology module is defined to include the top-level concepts of each domain and 
placed in the common-domain layer. The ontology module takes its name from the 
domain or the top-level concept (if the module includes only one concept). In this way, 
we abstract the knowledge that is extended by the rest of ontology modules. 

 An ontology module is defined for each KA (the module encompasses the knowledge of 
the KA), and placed in one ontology layer/sublayer according to the domain analysis 
results. The ontology module takes its name from the name of the KA. There are two 
special cases where further classification is required. (1) The KAs of the common-domain 
layer are likely to be reused in most ontologies derived from the layered ontology. 
Hence, the KAs of each subdomain that belong to the common-domain layer are 
grouped into a single module that represents the subdomain common domain 
knowledge. (2) The ontology modules of the domain-task layer are classified according 
to the application type where the KA is reused. 

2. Inclusion hierarchy definition: the ontology engineers organise previously defined ontology 
modules into an inclusion hierarchy that stablishes the high-level relations between the 
ontology modules. Each ontology module must include only the modules whose knowledge 
extends or requires. These relations define how the modules will be linked during the 
ontology implementation.  
The ontology modules that represent the common knowledge of each subdomain will 
extend the domain top-level concepts. Hence, these modules will include the modules with 
that represent the domain top-level concepts. The rest of relations between modules are 
defined taking as reference the relations between KAs in the knowledge hierarchy defined 
in Step 2. Hence, only the ontology modules that represent closely related topics are related 
and their relations are limited. This ontology module independency will enable an easier 
reuse of individual modules when constructing application ontologies and the customization 
of particular modules without affecting other modules when reusing and extending the 
ontology [10].  

As summary and example of this step, Figure 7 shows how the KA classification is mapped into 
an ontology module hierarchy. 
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Figure 7: Ontology modularization and inclusion hierarchy definition 

The outcome of this step is the informal model that includes the ontology modules of each layer 

and the high-level relations between the ontology modules. To write this list we propose the 

template shown in Table 5. We have filled in this template according to the sample ontology 

module classification shown in Figure 7. It is worth mentioning that the part of the template 

corresponding to the domain-task layer changes depending on the sublayers of the ontology 

and the application types it supports.  

The informal model is complemented with the descriptions of the knowledge of each module at 

a conceptual level. These descriptions are taken from the descriptions of KAs made in Step 2.  
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 2
  Knowledge area 3 ontology (includes: knowledge area 1.1 ontology) 

Table 5: Template of the ontology modules classification 

4 Application of MODDALS in the Energy Domain 

This section illustrates how the MODDALS methodology was applied in a real use case for 

designing the layered ontology structure of DABGEO ontology (Domain Analysis-Based Global 

Energy Ontology)1.  

DABGEO is a reusable and usable ontology for the energy domain developed to be reused by 

energy management applications. The development of a global ontology is a key challenge to be 

addressed in the energy domain [38]. The DABGEO ontology is quite extensive (it includes 97 

ontology modules), so the next subsections explain through examples how a certain parts of the 

layered ontology structure was designed. The same process was followed to design the rest of 

the layered ontology structure. 

4.1 Preliminary Step: Analysis and Classification of Existing Energy Ontologies 
 
A state of the art of the existing energy ontologies and the energy sustainability and resilience 

applications they support was conducted [38].  

The main objectives of the ontologies and the applications were analysed to classify the 

knowledge-based energy management applications into different types. Below we show the 

state of the art of energy ontologies and knowledge-based energy sustainability and resilience 

management applications, as well as their main purpose.  

Energy Ontologies 

Below an overview of the existing energy ontologies and their purpose is provided. 

On the one hand, Kofler et al. [39] and Daniele et al. [40] presented ontologies that represent 

the knowledge about Smart Home energy performance.  

Kofler et al. [39] presented the ThinkHome ontology, which was developed within the 

ThinkHome project2. The ontology represents, in a machine-readable way, home energy 

consumption, production and energy-related contextual data. The ThinkHome ontology is 

expected to be used to represent the knowledge bases of multi-agent Smart Home EMSs. 

Furthermore, the authors suggest how represented data can be used and combined with a 

multi-agent system in order to improve energy efficiency at future smart homes. The proposed 

use cases are: 

                                                           
1 http://www.purl.org/dabgeo 
2 http://www.eui.eu/Projects/THINK/Home.aspx 
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1 Select energy providers depending on produced energy type or energy tariffs, i.e., 

consume only energy produced by renewable energy sources or select a provider 

that has an excess of energy and sells it cheaper. 

2 Disconnect unnecessary equipment according to occupancy or customer behaviour 

patterns, i.e., disconnect from the electricity the grid entertainment equipment such 

as the TV when user is unlikely to return more to the living room. 

Daniele et al. [40] presented the ontology SAREF [41], and its later version (SAREF4EE). The 

SAREF4EE ontology represents the knowledge of the domains related with the energy 

performance and flexibility of home energy devices. The objective of the ontology SAREF4EE is 

to improve interoperability among electrical appliances of different manufacturers, allowing 

them to be connected with customer energy management systems used for Smart Grid DR 

optimization strategies. 

Fernbach et al. [42] and Tomasevic et al. [43] presented ontologies to provide interoperability 

between energy management systems for different applications.  

Fernbach et al. [42] presents an ontology that represents the knowledge about building features 

and building automation system, which monitor and control automatically HVAC systems of 

indoor environments [44]. The ontology is presented as a first step of using Semantic Web 

technologies for the automated integration of building automation systems developed by 

different manufacturers.  

Tomasevic et al. [43] developed a facility ontology that represents the knowledge about facility 

devices. The facility ontology was developed as common information model to provide 

interoperability between supervision and control systems from different vendors focused on 

improving facilities energy management. 

Blomqvist and Thollander [45] published as Linked Data energy efficiency improvements, energy 

saving recommendations and energy measures taken from previous energy audits3. The final 

purpose is to use the published linked data as a knowledge base for future ICT-based solutions 

to help organizations for saving energy based on energy audits performed over similar 

organizations, to facilitate researches and policy makers comparing and analysing data from 

different audits and to facilitate third parties’ applications that use energy audits data. 

The ontology OntoMG [46] represents the knowledge about the domains related with 
microgrids energy performance. The purpose of this ontology is to be used by computational 
and optimization techniques aiming to achieve different microgrid objectives such as 
minimising transmission losses, generating good power quality or minimisation of greenhouse 
effect gases.  
 
Hippolyte et al. [47], [48] and Gillani et al. [49] present energy ontologies presented energy 

ontologies to support energy management applications deployed in Smart Grid wider areas. 

Hippolyte et al. [9] presented the MAS2TERING ontology, which was developed within the 

MAS2TERING European project4. The MAS2TERING ontology is aimed to facilitate the 

representation the data of different Smart Grid domains and provide interoperability among 

different Smart Grid agents and stakeholders. The MAS2TERING ontology links concepts of data 

representation standards used in different energy domains. The authors’ final purpose is to use 

                                                           
3 http://www.ida.liu.se/~evabl45/defram.en.shtml 
4 http://www.mas2tering.eu/ 
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this ontology as a base for Smart Grid multi-agent systems for an energy market coordination 

process for improving energy flexibility among energy prosumers and DSOs. Hippolyte et al. [10] 

presented the EE-DISTRICT ontology, which provides a common energy knowledge 

representation for district energy management applications. The purpose of EE-DISTRICT 

ontology is to unify the knowledge access to district energy management software 

applications.  

Finally, the smart city ontology catalogue5 publishes a set of ontologies that represent the 

knowledge about smart city energy performance. The Mirabel ontology [50] represents the 

knowledge about energy actors’ (i.e., home end-users) and energy flexibility for specific devices 

(i.e., home appliances). The purpose is to connect energy management systems developed by 

different energy stakeholders to handle supply and demand of energy. The LCC ontology [51] 

represents the knowledge about building energy consumption. This ontology has been 

developed to publish energy consumption data about cities’ infrastructures as a knowledge 

base. 

Knowledge-based Energy Sustainability Solutions 

Below an overview of the developed knowledge-based energy sustainability solutions is 

presented. 

Curry et al. [52], Hu et al. [53], Niknam and Karshenas [54], and Pont et al. [55] presented energy 

management systems that assess citizens about urban infrastructures energy performance.  

Curry et al. [52] presented an enterprise energy observatory system is presented. The aim of 

this system is to improve enterprise energy management at different levels from both 

economic and ecological perspectives. The enterprise energy observatory system includes data 

analysis and display applications that provide an enterprise energy performance view at 

organizational, function and individual level:  

3 Organizational level: executives can view the real-time consumption of energy 

across all enterprises domains such as Information Technology facilities or travel. 

4 Function level: the system provides a fine-grained understanding of what business 

activities are responsible for IT energy usage, and can enable IT to bill appropriately.  

5 Individual level: it gives an employee real-time energy consumption data on their IT 

facilities or travels.  

The system includes also internal applications (i.e., a complex event processing engine, data 

search and query engines) that ease the knowledge extraction of enterprise Linked Data by 

energy analysis applications. All system applications are underpinned by energy related data 

from different enterprise domains that have been published as Linked Data [56]. 

Hu et al. [53] developed a building energy performance assessment system (EPAS) within the 

SuperB project6. This system shows the performance gap between predicted and measured 

building energy performance data. The EPAS includes tools that measure, analyse and show 

building or particular zones energy performance data. The energy performance data are 

expressed as energy metrics such as energy use intensity, energy cost or normalised 

atmospheric emissions. These metrics are compared with building predicted energy 

performance data. A building energy performance simulation model makes these predictions. 

                                                           
5 http://smartcity.linkeddata.es/ 
6 http://cordis.europa.eu/project/rcn/187015_en.html 
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Data used by the EPAS analysis and display tools is represented with de vocabularies of an 

ontology [57] that contains and links/fuses building data of different domains.  

Niknam and Karshenas [54], and Pont et al. [55] also present building EPASs, but in this case 

these systems are focused on the design stage.  

The EPAS developed by Niknam and Karshenas [54] shows building designers the building 

energy performance corresponding to a building specific design. The objective is to optimize 

the building design for a better energy performance. Specifically, a prototype of the EPAS was 

developed to predict through a heating cost calculation algorithm the building heating cost 

based on the data about the design and simulated environmental conditions. The EPAS is 

underpinned by four ontologies that represent the knowledge about building properties, 

mechanical equipment specifications, historical weather information of building geographic 

location and energy cost information. 

Pont et al. [55] presented a web decision support and optimization platform for building 

designers is presented. The purpose of the web platform is to make buildings energy 

performance-oriented designs within the SEMERGY project7. This platform shows building 

designers’ suggestions about different building components alternatives according to user 

preferences and technical constraints for optimizing heating demand, environmental impact 

and investment cost. These suggestions are made by a reasoning interface that makes 

inferences from semantically represented data about building design and simulated 

environmental conditions.  

The SEMANCO8 integrated platform was developed within the SEMANCO project9. This platform 

shows the energy related data about cities to different actors. The aim of this platform is to 

provide a complete view of a city’s energy performance in order to help different city actors 

(i.e. energy policy makers, building designers, citizen) to make informed decisions for reducing 

cities carbon emissions. The platform includes visualization tools that display energy data and 

analysis tools that perform different analysis tasks (i.e., make energy performance predictions, 

classify buildings according to their consumption or carbon emissions) over cities energy data at 

different scales (building, neighbourhood, municipality or region). The integrated platform is 

underpinned by the SEMANCO ontology, which captures energy efficiency concepts of urban 

areas [58]. The objective of this ontology is to provide models for urban energy systems to be 

able to provide assessment about the energy performance of an urban area.  

The solutions presented by Burel et al. [59], Fensel et al. [60], Yuce and Rezgui [61], and 

Stavropoulos et al. [62] apart from offering energy assessment, are focused on offering citizens 

suggestions for improving urban infrastructures energy performance. 

Burel et al. [59] presented the EnergyUse collaborative web platform. The purpose of this 

platform is to raise a home end users’ climate change awareness. The platform collects home 

appliances energy consumption data from smart plugs and allows end users viewing and 

comparing the actual energy consumption of various appliances. Users can also share energy 

consumption values with other users and create open discussions about energy saving tips. 

Discussions are described and classified by tags defined by users. These tags correspond to 

energy appliances and topics related with the discussed energy saving tips. The EnergyUse 

                                                           
7 http://www.semergy.net/ 
8 http://www.semanco-project.eu/index_htm_files/SEMANCO_D5.4_20131028.pdf 
9 http://semanco-project.eu/ 
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platform includes tools that analyse and extract concepts from discussions created. These tools 

link extracted concepts with appliance and environmental terms included in external semantic 

repositories in order to create new tags and descriptions for discussions. The purpose of these 

additional tags and descriptions is to improve user navigation experience among discussions. 

Finally, the EnergyUse platform also exports appliance consumption and community generated 

energy tips as linked data to be used by third parties, such as other users or websites. The 

EnergyUse platform is supported by the ontology EnergyUse, which represents the knowledge 

about home users and the energy performance of home devices. 

Fensel et al. [60] presented a home energy management platform developed within SESAME 

and SESAME-S10 projects. The aim of this platform is to help home users making better decisions 

in order to reduce their energy consumption. The platform allows users defining energy saving 

policies and it generates its own energy saving policies through an ontology reasoning engine. 

Specifically, this ontology reasoning engine generates schedules and rules for turning on and off 

home devices based on tariff plans and desired indoor environmental conditions. Energy saving 

policies are presented through different user interfaces aimed to stimulate and facilitate users 

to use energy more responsibly. Home energy data are semantically represented with the 

vocabularies of several ontologies. These ontologies represent the knowledge about home 

automation devices, metering equipment, and energy types and tariffs. 

Yuce and Rezgui [61] presented a building energy management system that assists users to save 

energy developed within the KnoholEM Project11. This system is underpinned by a semantic 

knowledge database that contains building information and devices metering data. These data 

are used by an artificial neural network that learns building consumption patterns, and a genetic 

algorithm-based optimization tool that generates optimized energy saving rules taking into 

account learned energy consumption patterns and different objectives (including comfort) and 

constraints. These rules are presented to facility managers as energy saving suggestions through 

a graphical user interface. 

Stavropoulos et al. [62] developed a building energy management system that combines energy 

assessment, energy advice and building automation was developed. This system monitors 

building energy performance and shows this information to allow users taking actions to 

increment energy savings. Intelligent agents within the system also devise short-term and long-

term energy saving policies automatically generated and enforced. Furthermore, the system is 

also designed to receive energy providers’ instructions in future Smart Grids. This system is 

supported by the ontology BOnSAI [63], which represents the knowledge about building energy 

performance. 

Knowledge-based Energy Resilience Solutions 

Below an overview of the developed knowledge-based energy resilience solutions is presented. 

Zhou et al. [64] and Gillani et al. [65] presented complex event processing engines applied in the 

energy domain. Complex event processing deals with detecting “real-time situations 

represented as event patterns” [64]. 

                                                           
10 http://sesame-s.ftw.at. 
11 http://www.knoholem.eu/page.jsp?id=2 
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Zhou et al. [64] developed a complex event processing engine [66] developed within the Los 

Angeles Smart Grid Demonstration Project12 is presented. The purpose is to enable dynamic DR 

applications that detect power peak situations and perform actions to improve DR. The 

complex event processing engine is supported by a Smart Grid semantic information model [67] 

made up of different ontologies in order to represent different energy data domains (i.e., 

electrical equipment, infrastructure information, weather information). 

The complex event processing engine developed by Gillani et al. [65] is oriented to ease energy 

transaction between energy producers, consumers and prosumers within the Smart Grid. The 

complex event processing engine is supported by the ontology that represents energy data of 

prosumer oriented Smart Grids presented by Gillani et al. [49]. 

Shi et al. [68] and Maffei et al. [69] presented energy management solutions to improve 

microgrids resilience. 

Shi et al. [68] presented a microgrid energy management and control system that combines 

both sustainability and resilience actions. Hence, this system impacts on both data analysis and 

display and dynamic layers. On the one hand, the microgrid energy management system 

includes a Human Machine Interface (HMI) for microgrid monitoring and control. Apart from 

that, the system includes a microgrid scheduling algorithm and a microgrid DR optimization 

algorithm. The DR optimization algorithm adapts microgrid demand to real-time energy prices. 

The energy-scheduling algorithm schedules microgrid DERs and loads with both economic and 

ecological optimization purposes. Both algorithms use semantically represented data that 

includes microgrid devices information, weather forecast information, DR signals received from 

the utility and energy market information. 

Maffei et al. [69] presented a semantic-middleware for multi-objective energy management in 

microgrids. This system is focused on reducing the microgrid operating costs, as well as line 

losses based on the microgrid forecast energy demand and renewable generation. The system 

is underpinned by an ontology that represents and links data about microgrid loads and devices, 

loads energy performance and load control and metering systems. 

Finally, Zhang et al. [70] presented an energy management platform for VPPs. VPPs are groups 

of DERs and controllable loads that act as a single energy stakeholder within the Smart Grid. 

Within VPPs, energy prosumers sell their surplus energy during energy curtailment or energy 

consumption peak load periods. The energy management platform adapts VPPs energy 

production and consumption to peak loads that occur both either in the VPP or the Smart Grid. 

The energy management platform includes algorithms that select the best energy storage 

systems scheduling strategy among energy prosumers for facing energy peak load periods in 

Smart Grid and VPP in a distributed manner. The selection of the strategy is based on energy 

generation sources and loads, respective energy generation and consumption forecasting 

performed by machine learning algorithms, i.e., Dynamic Bayesian Networks. All the information 

used by the platform to manage VPPs energy DR is semantically represented by an ontology, 

which includes knowledge about building features and energy performance. 

Ontology Selection and Classification 

                                                           
12https://www.smartgrid.gov/project/los_angeles_department_water_and_power_smart_grid_regional_dem

onstration.html 
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Once existing energy ontologies, knowledge-based energy management solutions and their 

objectives were identified, these solutions were classified into different application types 

according to their objectives and the tasks they perform. Specifically, the solutions with similar 

objectives and tasks were grouped into application types. Then, the ontologies developed to 

provide support to these solutions were classified into the defined application types. 

The existing energy ontologies represent support a wide variety of Smart Grid energy 

management applications. The reviewed energy management applications can be classified into 

different types according to the Smart Grid scenario/infrastructure where they are deployed, 

i.e., Smart Home or building energy management applications. We define these application 

types as Smart Grid scenarios [38]: 

 Smart Home energy management applications: they are focused on controlling and 

monitoring home device energy operation. With this information, these applications 

provide home users a complete energy performance assessment and give them advice 

to reduce the home energy consumption and its ecological energy impact. 

 Building/district/city energy management applications: they are focused on giving a 

complete energy performance assessment about the energy usage and the main energy 

performance indicators of buildings and districts. 

 Organization energy management applications: they are focused on providing a holistic 

view of organization energy performance assessment and suggesting energy reduction 

measures. 

 Microgrid energy management applications: they are focused on improving the 
efficiency and flexibility of microgrids, which aim to improve the current grid efficiency 
and flexibility by integrating distributed energy generation, energy storage systems and 
loads. 

 Smart Grid DR management applications: they are focused on managing the energy 

consumption of infrastructures in response to the current energy supply conditions. 

Each Smart Grid scenario encompasses more specific application types. For instance, within 

Smart Home energy management, there are applications focused on home energy assessment 

and device control (i.e., [39]), home energy saving advice (i.e., [59], [60])  and home appliances 

DR management (i.e., [40]). Below we enumerate the specific application types encompassed 

by each Smart Grid scenario: 

 Smart Home energy management applications: home energy assessment and device 

control applications, home energy saving advice applications and home appliances DR 

management applications. 

 Building/district/city energy management applications: building automation systems 

integration applications, city energy performance assessment applications and building 

energy saving advice applications. 

 Organization energy management applications: organization energy saving advice 
applications and organization energy assessment applications. 

 Microgrid energy management applications: include microgrid multi-objective energy 

management applications. 

 Smart Grid DR management applications: Smart Grid energy market coordination 

process applications and data driven DR applications. 

Table 6, shows in which of the aforementioned application types were classified the reviewed 

energy management solutions. 
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Smart Grid scenario Application type 
Energy management 

solutions 

Smart Home energy 
management 

Home Energy assessment and 
device control 

Kofler et al. [39] 

Home energy saving advice  
Burel et al. [59] 
Fensel et al. [60] 

Home appliances Demand 
Response management 

Daniele et al. [40] 

Building/district/city 
energy management  

Building automation systems 
integration  

Fernbach et al. [42] 
Tomasevic et al. [43] 

Building energy performance 
assessment  

Hu et al. [53] 
Niknam and Karshenas [54] 
Pont et al. [55] 

City energy performance 
assessment  

Corrado et al. [58] 
Hippolyte et al. [48] 

Building energy saving advice 
Yuce and Rezgui [61] 
Stavropoulos et al. [62] 

Organization energy 
management 

Organization energy saving 
advice 

Blomqvist and Thollander [45] 

Organization energy assessment  Curry et al.  

Microgrid energy 
management 

Microgrid multi-objective 
energy management 

Salameh et al. [46] 
Shi et al. [68] 
Maffei et al. [69] 

Smart Grid Demand 
Response management 

Smart Grid energy market 
coordination process 
applications 

Hippolyte et al. [47] 
Zhang et al. [70] 
Gillani et al. [65] 

Data driven Demand Response  
Gillani et al. [49] 
Zhou et al. [64] 

Table 6: Classification of knowledge-based energy management solutions into application types 

Finally, among the reviewed solutions, the available ontologies were selected and classified 

according to the application type they support. As a result of this selection process, Table 7 

shows the selected energy ontologies and Table 8 shows how they were classified into energy 

management application types. It is worth mentioning that there are not available energy 

ontologies for all the application types enumerated in Table 6, i.e., the ontologies developed to 

provide support to microgrid energy management applications. Hence, these application types 

were not included in the final ontology classification shown in Table 8. 

Name 
Latest 
update 

Main purpose RDF/XML URI reference 

ThinkHome 
ontology 

2014-03-12 
Representation of Smart Home 
energy data  

https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/ 
downloads/thinkhome/ontology/ 

DEFRAM 
project 

ontology 
2013-09 

Representation of organization 
energy audits and investment 
cost of energy saving actions  

http://www.ida.liu.se/projects/semtech/ 
schemas/energy/2013/09/efficiency.owl 

SAREF4EE 
ontology 

2015-12-23 
To improve interoperability 
among electrical appliances of 
different manufacturers 

http://ontology.tno.nl/saref4ee/ 

BOnSAI 
ontology 

2012 
Representation of building 
energy performance  

http://lpis.csd.auth.gr/ontologies/bonsai/BOnSAI.owl 

EnergyUse 
ontology 

2016-04-22 
Representation of home energy 
consumption data and 
discussions between home users 

http://eelst.cs.unibo.it/apps/LODE/source? 
url=http://socsem.open.ac.uk/ontologies/eu 

ProSGV3 
ontology 

2014-05-12 
Representation of prosumer 
oriented Smart Grid data 

http://data-satin.telecom-st-
etienne.fr/ontologies/smartgrids/proSGV3/ProSG.html 

https://www.auto.tuwien.ac.at/
http://www.ida.liu.se/projects/semtech/
http://eelst.cs.unibo.it/apps/LODE/source
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LCC ontology 2014-11-26 
Representation of building 
energy consumption data  

http://smartcity.linkeddata.es/lcc/lcc-dataset.ttl 

Mirabel 
ontology 

2013 
Representation of devices energy 
flexibility and user preferences  

https://sites.google.com/site/smartappliancesproject/ 
ontologies/mirabel.ttl 

DERI Linked 
Dataspace 

2012 
Representation of organization 
energy performance data  

http://vocab.deri.ie/ 

SEMANCO 
ontology 

2014-07-30 
Representation of urban area 
energy performance  

http://semanco-tools.eu/ontology-
releases/eu/semanco/ontology/SEMANCO/SEMANCO.owl 

Table 7: Selected energy ontologies 

Smart Grid scenario Application type Ontology 

Smart Home energy 
management 

Home Energy assessment and 
device control 

ThinkHome ontology 

Home energy saving advice  EnergyUse ontology 

Home appliances Demand 
Response management 

SAREF4EE ontology 
Mirabel ontology 

Building/district/city 
energy management 

Building energy performance 
assessment  

LCC ontology 

City energy performance 
assessment  

SEMANCO ontology 

Building energy saving advice BonSAI ontology 

Organization energy 
management 

Organization energy saving 
advice 

DEFRAM project ontology 

Organization energy assessment  DERI Linked dataspace 

Smart Grid demand 
response management 

Data driven Demand Response  ProSGv3 ontology 

Table 8: Classification of energy ontologies into energy management application types 

4.2 Step 1: Definition of DABGEO Ontology Layers 
 
The layered ontology structure proposed in Step 1 of the MODDALS methodology (see Section 
3.2) was defined for DABGEO by the domain experts taking as reference the ontology 
classification obtained in the preliminary step. Following this structure, DABGEO includes three 
layers. The common-domain layer represents the top-level knowledge of energy domains and 
the knowledge common to Smart Grid scenarios. Variant domain knowledge still common to 
more than one Smart Grid scenario is included in the variant-domain layer. The domain-task 
layer includes the knowledge reused in specific Smart Grid scenarios and is divided into two 
sublayers: the Smart Grid scenario and the application type sublayers. The former represents 
the knowledge relevant to a certain Smart Grid scenario and the later represents the knowledge 
reused only by certain energy management application types of a Smart Grid scenario. The 
domain experts named each sublayer to facilitate the distinction between both sublayers.  

4.3 Step 2: DABGEO Knowledge Hierarchy Definition  
 
In this step, the domain knowledge hierarchy of DABGEO was defined.  

Figure 8 shows part of the whole knowledge hierarchy of DABGEO. Since the DABGEO domain 
knowledge was classified based on a domain analysis of existing energy ontologies, the 
knowledge hierarchy includes the knowledge represented by existing energy ontologies. The 
domain experts and ontology engineers collaborated to perform a manual analysis of ontology 
elements in Protégé to identify the domains they represent and to divide them into KAs.  

Below we describe how Step 2 activities were conducted to define the part of the knowledge 
hierarchy shown in Figure 8.  

https://sites.google.com/site/smartappliancesproject/ontologies/mirabel.ttl?attredirects=0
https://sites.google.com/site/smartappliancesproject/ontologies/mirabel.ttl?attredirects=0
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Figure 8: Part of DABGEO knowledge hierarchy for the energy equipment domain 

1. Domain/subdomain definition: in this activity, domain experts and ontology engineers 
analysed the knowledge represented by existing energy ontologies to identify the domains 
they represent: 

a. Energy equipment domain: the features and operation data about energy 
consumption production and storage devices. 

b. Infrastructure domain: data on structural features and environmental conditions of 
infrastructures such as homes or buildings. 

c. Energy performance domain: data on energy performance values and indicators 
such as energy consumption or production. 

d. Energy external factors domain: data on factors that may hinder the energy 
performance such as weather or environmental conditions. 

e. Smart Grid stakeholders domain: data on the actors that participate in the energy 
market such as energy consumers and producers. 

In addition, the root concepts of each domain were defined by domain experts. For instance, 
device was defined as the root concept of the energy equipment domain because this 
concept is extended by the rest of the data (device types, device operation data) included 
in the domain.  
These domains were divided into subdomains by domain experts because they are 
extensive. For instance, many concepts are needed to describe the whole energy equipment 
domain, since this domain encompasses data about many device types and their operational 
aspects. Hence, this domain was divided into the energy consumption systems and device 
operation subdomains, among others (see Figure 8). The former contains knowledge about 
energy consumption devices such as appliances or heating systems. The latter represents 
functional features about devices such as device state or device functionality.  

2. Knowledge area definition: in this activity, the ontology engineers (in collaboration with 
domain experts) analysed the existing energy ontologies to identify the CQs they answered. 
The CQs were taken as reference to divide the knowledge of existing energy ontologies into 
KAs. In total, 10 energy ontologies were analysed, including ThinkHome and EnergyUse. 
Below we explain how the sub-activities of the knowledge area definition and classification 
activity were conducted to define some sample KAs within the energy consumption systems 
and device operation subdomains.  
 

2.1 Class hierarchy-based KA definition: firstly, the class hierarchies of the energy 

ontologies were analysed by ontology engineers to identify the CQs. Regarding energy 

consumption systems data, the energy ontologies represent the Appliance class and 

more specific appliances as subclasses of this class. Therefore, one of the CQs answered 

by the class hierarchies is What type of appliances are there? Hence, the appliance KA 
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was defined, which encompasses the appliance concept. The ThinkHome ontology is the 

one that classifies appliances with more granularity, so the class hierarchy of this 

ontology was taken as reference to define the appliance KA and its sub-KAs. ThinkHome 

classifies the Appliance class into subclasses that represent specific appliance types such 

as Brown goods and White goods, which, in turn, encompass subclasses that represent 

specific white and brown good types. The class hierarchy was populated with specific 

classes from other ontologies such as classes that represent specific white goods (i.e., 

Refrigeration devices). Each of these classes were defined as KAs (see Figure 8). In 

addition, each KA of each class was defined as a sub-KA of the corresponding superclass. 

Regarding the device operation data, the existing energy ontologies answer the 

following CQs: What are the device functionality types, What are the device state types?. 

Hence, the device functionality and device state KAs were defined. 

2.2 Ontology elements relation-based KA definition: the remaining KAs were defined 

after identifying the CQs answered by a set of interrelated elements of existing energy 

ontologies. As an example, Figures 9 and 10 show a set of ontology elements of 

ThinkHome and EnergyUse ontologies respectively within a Protégé screenshot. As 

marked (in red) in Figure 9, the ThinkHome ontology includes the consumesEnergy, 

actuallyConsumesEnergy and maxConsumesEnergy properties. These properties 

describe the energy consumption, actual energy consumption and maximum energy 

consumption of a certain device respectively. Hence, the ThinkHome ontology answers 

the following CQs: What is the energy consumption of a device?, How much energy is a 

device consuming? and What is the maximum energy consumption of a device? On the 

other hand, as shown in Figure 10, the EnergyUse ontology includes the hasConsumption 

property to answer the What is the energy consumption of a device? CQ. All these CQs 

describe energy consumption of devices, so they were grouped by the domain experts 

into the device energy consumption KA (which also includes CQs answered by other 

energy ontologies). This KA encompasses the knowledge that answers the 

aforementioned CQs. In the same way, the energy consumption systems operation and 

appliance working mode KAs were defined. These KAs encompass the knowledge about 

operational aspects of specific energy consumption systems and appliance working 

modes respectively. 

 

 
Figure 9: Ontology elements of ThinkHome ontology 
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Figure 10: Ontology elements of EnergyUse ontology 

3. Knowledge hierarchy refinement: in this activity, the KAs were placed into a knowledge 
hierarchy level according to the knowledge they represent and extend, thus completing the 
knowledge hierarchy. Figure 8 shows in which subdomain and hierarchy level was placed 
each KA introduced in previous examples. In addition, the KA dependencies were also 
defined. For instance, the energy consumption systems operation KA describes specific 
states and functionalities of energy consumption systems and encompasses CQs such as 
What is the minimum number of states an air condition system has? and Do ventilating 
systems have any notification functionality?. Therefore, this KA requires the knowledge of 
device state and device functionality KAs, which include knowledge about possible device 
states and functionalities respectively. Finally, the domain experts provided a complete 
description of each KA and the knowledge/CQs it encompasses in the KADD document. As 
an example, Table 9 shows the KADD document that includes some the KAs shown in Figure 
8. 
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Table 9: KADD of the energy equipment domain 

Knowledge area Competency Questions/description 

Appliances 

 Description: it represents data about different types of (home) appliances (white goods, brown goods). We consider that this knowledge 
area is represented by an ontology if data about any appliance is represented or of there is a class that explicitly represents ‘Appliances’. 
This knowledge area encompasses the following sub-knowledge areas: brown goods and white goods. 

 Competency Questions: 
1. What types of appliances/electrical appliances are there? 

Brown goods 

 Description: it represents data about any small appliance such as coffee makers, office and entertainment equipment or multimedia 
devices. We consider that this knowledge area is represented by an ontology if any of these devices are represented or of there is a class 
that explicitly represents ‘brown goods’. This knowledge area encompasses the following sub-knowledge areas: IT equipment and 
entertainment equipment. 

 Competency Questions: 
1. What types of brown goods are there? 

White goods 

 Description: it represents data about any large electrical goods used domestically such as refrigerators and washing machines, typically 
white in colour.  We consider that this knowledge area is represented by an ontology if any of these devices are represented or of there is 
a class that explicitly represents ‘white goods’. This knowledge area encompasses the following sub-knowledge areas: cooking devices, 
cleaning devices and refrigeration devices. 

 Competency Questions: 
1. What types of white goods are there? 

Device energy 
consumption 

 Description: it represents data about devices energy consumption, i.e., the consumption amount in a certain period of time. 

 Competency Questions: 
1. How much energy is consumed by a certain device? 

2. How much energy is consumed by an energy consumer facility at a certain point in time? 

3. How much energy is maximally consumed by a certain energy consumer facility in a specific state? 

4. What is the energy consumption summary of a certain appliance? 

5. What is the energy consumption statistic of a certain energy consumption summary? 

6. What is the typical energy/power consumption of a certain device? 

7. What types of electrical appliance consumption categories are there? 

8. What is the consumption class of a certain electrical appliance? 
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4.4 Step 3: DABGEO Knowledge Classification 
 
A domain analysis of existing energy ontologies was conducted by the ontology engineers to 
classify the defined KAs into each layer.  

Firstly, the domain experts included in the common-domain layers the KAs that represent 
relevant domain knowledge for the domain. Then, the following activities were conducted.  

1. Analysis of existing ontologies: existing energy ontologies were manually analysed with 
Protégé to determine if they represented the KAs of energy domains. Specifically, tools 
available in this editor were used to find the KA key words (extracted from the KA description 
provided by the domain experts) in the ontology elements. If the ontology contained 
necessary elements or statements to answer the CQs encompassed by the KA, the KA was 
considered as represented by the ontology. As an example, Figure 11 shows a screenshot of 
a set of ThinkHome ontology classes that represent specific brown goods (i.e., alarm clock, 
entertainment equipment). Therefore, the ontology answers the CQ what types of brown 
goods are there?, which is encompassed by the brown goods KA. Taking this into account, 
we considered that the ThinkHome ontology represents this KA.  
 

 

Figure 11: Representation of the brown goods KA by ThinkHome ontology 

The brown goods KA is an intuitive example that requires only the analysis of certain classes 
to determine whether the KA is represented. However, other KAs required a more 
exhaustive analysis, since they were represented by more specific classes and relations. 
Taking as an example the device energy consumption KA (described at the end of Section 
4.3), only certain properties were applied to relate device operational aspects with specific 
energy consumption systems. Hence, a more exhaustive analysis of energy ontologies was 
performed to see whether they represent this KA.  

2. Commonality and Variability Analysis: a CVA was conducted to identify common and 
variant energy KAs of each energy subdomain. An application-knowledge matrix of each 
energy subdomain was created to determine which Smart Grid scenarios reuse each 
subdomain KA, taking as reference the representation of these KAs by existing energy 
ontologies. As an example, Table 10 shows the application-knowledge matrix of some KAs 
of the energy consumption systems subdomain (included in the knowledge hierarchy of 
Figure 8). The left column includes the KAs, while the top row includes the Smart Grid 
scenarios and the ontologies that provide support to the applications deployed in these 
scenarios. To simplify the table, we omitted several ontologies. Since there are currently 
four Smart Grid scenarios for which ontologies were developed (according to the 
classification performed by [38]), 75% was used as the threshold value to classify the KAs as 
common or variant depending on their CV ratio.  
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Smart Grid scenarios 

  

Smart Home energy management 
Building/district/city 
energy management 

Organization energy 
management 

Smart Grid 
Demand 
Response 

management 

Ontologies 
 
Knowledge 
areas 

ThinkHome 
ontology 

EnergyUse 
ontology  

SAREF4EE 
ontology  

Mirabel 
ontolog

y  

SEMANCO 
 ontology 

DEFRAM 
project 

ontology 

DERI Linked 
dataspace 

ProSGV3 
ontology 

Commonality 
Ratio 

Appliances X X X X X X X X 100% 

Brown goods X X - - - - X X 75% 

White goods X X X - X - - X 75% 

Refrigeration devices X X - - - - - X 50% 

Energy consumption 
systems operation 

X X - - - - - - 25% 

Appliance working mode - - X - - - - - 25% 

Table 10: Application-knowledge matrix of the energy consumption systems subdomain 

3. Knowledge area layer assignment: the KAs were classified into different layers according to 
the CVA results. For instance, the appliances, brown goods and white goods KAs were classified 
into the common-domain layer, since their CV ratio was equal of above 75%. The refrigeration 
devices KA was placed in the variant-domain layer, since it was common to more than one Smart 
Grid scenario although its CV ratio was below 75%. 

4. CVA at the application type level: the KAs reused only one Smart Grid scenario were classified 
into the sublayers of the domain-task layer according to the CVA at the application type level. 
Following the sample CVA shown in Table 10, the energy consumption systems operation and 
the appliance working mode KAs were included in this domain analysis, since they were only 
represented by ontologies from Smart Home energy management applications. This low 
representation is because these KAs encompass the knowledge that answers very specific CQs 
that only ontologies reused in Smart Home energy management applications must answer. The 
domain analysis at the application type level for these KAs is shown in Table 11. The energy 
consumption systems operation KA was reused by more than one Smart Home energy 
management application type (home energy assessment and home energy saving advice 
applications), so it was placed in the Smart Grid scenario sublayer. The appliance working mode 
KA was reused only by one Smart Home energy management application type (home appliances 
DR management), so it was placed in the application type sublayer. 

 Smart Home energy management  

 Home energy 
assessment  

Home energy 
saving advice  

Home appliances Demand 
Response management  

Ontologies 
 
Knowledge 
areas 

ThinkHome 
ontology 

EnergyUse ontology  
SAREF4EE 
 ontology  

Mirabel 
 ontology  

Energy consumptions 
systems operation 

X X - - 

Appliance working 
mode 

- - X - 

Table 11: CVA at application level of energy consumption systems subdomain 

Finally, ontology engineers wrote list of the KAs of each layer/sublayer following the template 

proposed in Table 4. As an example, Table 12 shows the classification of the sample KAs included 

in the CVAs of Table 10 and Table 11. 
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Common-domain 
layer 

Variant-domain layer Domain-task layer 

Appliances 
Brown goods 
White goods 

Refrigeration devices 

Smart Grid scenario sublayer 

Energy consumptions systems operation 

Application type sublayer 

Appliance working mode 
Table 12: Classification of energy KAs 

4.5 Step 4: Structuring of DABGEO Layer Knowledge 
 
Finally, the knowledge of each layer was structured into ontology modules by the ontology 

engineers, thus completing the design of DABGEO layered ontology structure.  

In particular, they wrote the list of ontology modules of each layer following the template 

proposed in Table 5. As an example, Table 13 shows the ontology modules of part of the energy 

consumption systems subdomain. These modules represent the knowledge of the KAs included 

in the sample domain analysis shown in Section 4.4. Below we detail how the activities of this 

step were carried out, taking as an example this subdomain. 

1. Ontology modularization: in Step 2, device was defined as the top-level concept of the 
energy equipment domain and, by extension of the energy consumption systems 
subdomain (see Section 4.3). Hence, the Device ontology module was defined, which 
represents the Device top-level concept and device main properties, i.e., device name. 
In addition, all the common KAs (i.e. appliances, white goods KAs) of this subdomain 
were grouped into the energy consumption systems ontology, which includes all the 
knowledge they encompass. Both ontology modules are placed in the common-domain 
layer. 
Then, one ontology module was defined for each variant KA (i.e., refrigeration devices 
ontology), and these modules were classified into lower-level layers according to the 
domain analysis results. Within the Smart Grid scenario and application type sublayers, 
the ontology modules were classified depending on the Smart Grid scenario or the 
specific energy management application type where the KAs they represent are reused.  

2. Inclusion hierarchy definition: the defined ontology modules were organised into an 
inclusion hierarchy that stablishes the high-level relations between the ontology 
modules. The inclusion hierarchy was defined based on the knowledge that the ontology 
modules extend or require (taking as reference the knowledge hierarchy defined in Step 
2). For instance, the Device ontology is included by the energy consumption systems 
ontology, which in turn is included by a set of ontology modules from lower-level layers. 
Additionally, some modules from the energy consumption systems subdomain (energy 
consumption systems operation ontology) include modules from other subdomains 
(device state ontology and device functionality ontology), since they require that 
knowledge. 
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 Appliance working mode ontology (includes: energy consumption 
systems ontology) 

Table 13: Ontology modular structure of energy consumption systems subdomain 

5 Evaluation of MODDALS 
 
As stated by de Hoog [71], “it is extremely difficult to judge the value of a methodology in an 
objective way”. On the one hand, it is unlikely that anyone will be willing to pay twice for building 
or designing the same extended ontology using different approaches. On the other hand, the 
application of a methodology is a complex process where too many conditions cannot be 
controlled. Hence, the evaluation of previous ontology development and design methodologies 
consisted on showing the experiences of applying the methodology in one or more use cases 
[22], [72], [73]. Considering this, we report in this section how we performed a first evaluation 
of the MODDALS methodology. 
 
The main objective of the research is to define a methodology to design the layered structure of 

reusable and usable ontologies that enables to classify the domain knowledge by taking as 
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reference existing ontologies. Hence, the evaluation has focused on determining if MODDALS 

enables this classification. To demonstrate this aspect, we checked whether MODDALS steps can 

be correctly followed by different domain experts and ontology engineers. We consider that 

MODDALS steps can be followed correctly if different domain experts and ontology engineers 

are able to obtain similar knowledge classifications performing a domain analysis of existing 

ontologies. Therefore, the evaluation of MODDALS has focused on answering the following 

research question: 

 Can MODDALS be applied by different domain experts and ontology engineers with 
similar knowledge classification results? 
 

To answer this question, MODDALS was applied by different energy domain experts and 
ontology engineers to design a part of the layered structure of DABGEO. A group of domain 
experts and ontology engineers conducted Steps 1 and 2, while the ontology engineers (eight in 
total) conducted Steps 3 and 4 with the collaboration of the experts. Each ontology engineer 
performed Steps 3 and 4 individually in a blind process. However, they could contact the domain 
experts for any clarification or additional explanation about the defined KAs to decide in which 
layer to place certain KAs. The knowledge classifications obtained by each engineer are analysed 
to check if they are similar in Section 5.1. 
 
In addition, to get the experiences of the domain experts and ontology engineers on applying 
MODDALS, we performed a survey, which is a well-known method for evaluating methodologies 
[22], [74]. The survey includes a questionnaire that the participants in the MODDALS evaluation 
answered to (1) identify MODDALS main benefits and drawbacks, (2) identify future lines of 
research to improve the methodology and (3) determine whether it is ready to be applied in 
other domains apart from the Energy. In Section 5.2, we show the responses to the 
questionnaire. 
 

5.1 MODDALS Application Results 
 
In this section, we first show the energy knowledge classification obtained by different ontology 

engineers after applying MODDALS to design part of DABGEO layered structure. To compare the 

knowledge classifications and analyse whether they are similar, we analysed the number of 

modules defined by each engineer in each layer. However, although the number of modules is 

the same, they may contain different knowledge. Hence, the degree of consensus with which 

the ontology engineers classified the KAs into different layers was also analysed. The degree of 

consensus of a KA is the percentage of ontology engineers that classified the KA into the same 

layer. 

Figure 12 shows how many modules were defined by each engineer in each layer of the designed 
energy ontology. Figure 12 also shows the number of modules of the domain-task layer that 
were classified into each energy management application type. It is worth mentioning that the 
domain-task layer did not include any sublayer, since the designed ontology part was only 
limited to support three application types: home energy saving advice, home appliances DR 
management and Smart Grid DR management applications. 
 
In general, the number of modules defined by each ontology engineer was similar in all layers. 
This similarity is due to the high degree of consensus with which the ontology engineers 
classified the KAs into different layers.  Within the conducted evaluation, the average degree of 
consensus of all the KAs classified by the ontology engineers was 76%. It is worth mentioning 
that from the sixth ontology engineer that applied MODDALS onwards, the average degree of 
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consensus remained stable in 76%. Therefore, the MODDALS evaluation participants obtained 
similar ontology designs.  
 

 
Figure 12: Ontology modules of each layer 

Most of the KAs (specifically 80%) whose degree of consensus was above the average (76%) 

were classified into the common-domain and variant-domain layers. As an example, some of 

these KAs, as well as their degree of consensus and the layer/application type were these KAs 

were placed, are shown in Figure 13. Therefore, we can conclude that there was a high 

consensus when separating the common domain knowledge from the variant knowledge reused 

by specific application types. 

 
Figure 13: KAs with high degree of consensus 

Although ontology engineers could contact the domain experts for any clarification about the 

knowledge the KAs encompass, each ontology engineer had their own interpretation about the 

knowledge represented by existing ontologies. Thus, the degree of consensus of some KAs was 

lower (some examples are shown Figure 14). This aspect constitutes one of the drawbacks of 

MODDALS, as we discuss later in Section 5.2. A significant part (62%) of the KASs with low degree 

of consensus are child KAs of KAs whose degree of consensus is above the average (76%). 

Therefore, most of the differences in the classification of knowledge occurred in KAs that 

represent very specific knowledge, without affecting the rest of the classification. 
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Figure 14: KAs with low degree of consensus 

Considering these results, domain experts and ontology engineers could follow MODDALS steps 
to obtain similar knowledge classifications. This classification was performed based on a domain 
analysis of existing ontologies, which complemented domain experts and ontology engineers’ 
experience. Therefore, we can state that MODDALS can be applied by different domain experts 
and ontology engineers with similar knowledge classification results, enabling to classify the 
domain knowledge by taking as reference existing ontologies. 
 

5.2 MODDALS Feedback  
 
This section explains the responses of MODDALS evaluation participants to the questionnaire 
we provided for feedback on the methodology. The questionnaire included the following 
questions: 
 

 What are the positive aspects of MODDALS?  

 What are the disadvantages of MODDALS? 

 What are your suggestions for improving MODDALS?  

 Would you apply the MODDALS methodology again and recommend it to other 
developers to develop global ontologies in other domains (Yes/No)? 

So far, we received 8 responses from participants involved in MODDALS evaluation. According 
to the survey respondents, the main benefits of MODDALS are the following: 

1. Due to the domain analysis of existing ontologies, MODDALS provides a detailed 
classification of the knowledge reused by specific application types, while keeping 
separate the knowledge relevant to many applications. Some of the comments of survey 
respondents about this benefit were: “Common-domain layer starts with very general 
ideas and then it goes to more specific concepts in the next layers”; “It gives clear steps 
for determining which knowledge areas are common to existent ontologies and which 
knowledge areas are specific to certain ontologies/applications”; “ideology of multiple 
layers” [sic], “designed ontologies are likely to provide a balance between reusability and 
usability”; “It is very useful to compare different ontologies and identify which aspects 
are common on them”.  

2. MODDALS is easy to follow and provides clear and mechanical steps. Some of the 
comments of survey respondents about this benefit were: “It gives clear steps (mostly 
mechanical)”; “It is a simple process”, “easy approach”. 

3. MODDALS provides a method to improve the reuse of already developed knowledge to 
enable the development of interoperable ontologies. It seems a good method for 
refactoring already available ontologies without discarding what it has been applied in 
the domain and enhancing interoperability”. 
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On the other hand, the following are the main disadvantages of MODDALS according to the 
survey respondents: 

1. Although it prevents domain experts and ontology engineers from designing the 

ontology structure from scratch, MODDALS still requires a significant manual ontology 

analysis effort to check if each KA is represented by existing ontologies. Some of the 

comments of survey respondents about this disadvantage were: “It requires much time 

to perform the domain analysis of existing ontologies” [sic]; “identifying if the knowledge 

area is represented in the ontology is not always straight forward for the ontology 

engineer”; “time-consuming process”. 

2. The classification of some KAs was mainly subject to ontology engineers’ interpretation 

of the KA description provided by domain experts and the analysed ontology knowledge. 

On the one hand, some of the KA descriptions were open to multiple interpretations. In 

addition, a manual analysis of ontology engineers may not be sufficient to detect 

whether certain KAs are represented, since part of the ontology knowledge may be 

implicit. Therefore, part of the domain knowledge classification is quite subjective, 

which may influence the final design of the ontology. Some of the comments of survey 

respondents about this disadvantage were:  “it depends on how well the knowledge area 

is described by the domain expert and how well documented is the ontology”, “the role 

of the domain expert is catalytic”; “step three of the methodology might create a bit of 

ambiguity”; “implied relationships might exist in an ontology, and the end result might 

not have taken this into account”; “analysing the ontologies can be subjective if the sub 

models are not well defined”. This disadvantage is clearly reflected in the results shown 

in Figure 14 (Section 5.1). The average of the degree of consensus when classifying KAs 

was of 76%. However, there were still KAs classified into different layers by different 

ontology engineers, although they were defined by the same group of experts. 

3. Although it enables the design of maintainable ontology structures, MODDALS does not 

provide guidelines to extend the ontology structure and reclassify the knowledge when 

new ontologies and applications arise. Some of the comments of survey respondents 

about this disadvantage were: “MODDALS guidelines are limited to design the first 

version of the ontology”. 

In relation to these disadvantages, the questionnaire respondents provided the following 
suggestions for improving MODDALS: 

1. The main improvement aspect is to define automatic tools to conduct the knowledge 
classification step to reduce the effort of applying the methodology and to detect all the 
implicit ontology knowledge. 

2. Make domain experts a more active part in Step 3 to reduce different interpretations of 
the analysed ontology knowledge when classifying them into different layers. 

3. Step 3 should define more detailed guidelines that explain how to decide whether a KA 
is represented by an ontology to minimise possible interpretations of ontology 
engineers when classifying KAs into different layers.  

4. The Step 2 could include an activity where domain experts indicate the level of detail of 
certain classes and properties required to consider each KA is represented by a certain 
ontology. This information could complement the definition of KAs to reduce the 
possibility of different interpretations of the same KAs by different ontology engineers. 

Finally, 80% of respondents would recommend the application of MODDALS to design reusable 
and usable ontologies in other domains. Therefore, we consider that MODDALS has the potential 
to be applied in more domains apart from the Energy. 
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6 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, have we presented the MODDALS methodology. It guides domain experts and 

ontology engineers to design the layered structure of reusable and usable ontologies. The 

output of this process is an informal model with the ontology layers and the knowledge they 

include at a conceptual level.  

MODDALS is the result of combining the best practices of the ontology engineering and SPL 

engineering fields. MODDALS adopts the main activities and ontology design principles applied 

by previous reusable and usable methodologies to define the layered ontology structure. In 

contrast to these methodologies, SPL engineering techniques are applied to classify the common 

and variant domain knowledge into defined layers according to a domain analysis of existing 

ontologies. This approach complements domain experts and ontology engineers expertise and 

prevents them from classifying the domain knowledge from scratch, facilitating the design of 

the layered ontology structure. 

MODDALS was applied by domain experts and ontology engineers to design the layered 

structure of DABGEO, a global ontology for the energy domain. In that way, we illustrated how 

this methodology is applied in a real use case.  

MODDALS was evaluated to determine whether it enables to classify the domain knowledge by 

taking as reference existing ontologies. Domain experts and different ontology engineers 

designed part of DABGEO layered ontology structure by applying MODDALS. They were able to 

follow MODDALS steps to obtain similar ontology designs by performing a domain analysis of 

existing ontologies (the degree of consensus when classifying the domain knowledge was 76%). 

Hence, we can state that MODDALS enables to classify the domain knowledge by taking as 

reference existing ontologies.  

According to MODDALS evaluation participants, its main advantages are: (1) it provides a 

detailed domain knowledge classification; (2) it is easy to follow and (3) improves the reuse of 

existing knowledge to develop interoperable ontologies. By contrast, the main disadvantages of 

the methodology are: (1) the knowledge classification step is time consuming due to the manual 

ontology analysis effort required and (2) part of the knowledge classification is mainly subject 

to the subjective criteria of ontology engineers. Hence, MODDALS is still a first step towards a 

widely accepted methodology to design layered ontology structures for reusable and usable 

ontologies. 

Considering MODDALS evaluation results, our current work is focused on automating the 

knowledge classification step. In particular, we are exploring the possibility of integrating tools 

that semi-automatically check whether certain ontologies answer a set of CQs. These tools 

would save manual analysis effort of existing ontologies. The mid-long term work will consist on 

(1) extending the methodology to include guidelines to maintain the layered ontology structure 

and (2) applying MODDALS in more domains to obtain more feedback and improve the 

methodology in future versions. 
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